APPLICATION: CONSENT FOR TEMPORARY USE OF WEBSITE IMAGES / CONTENT.
EARTH AFRICA CURIO (now called the lender) as the legal copyright owner of all the images and content on
the website www.earthafricacurio.com - MAY allow (subject to review of this application), the below person
/ business (now called the user) temporary use of website images / content on condition they comply with
points 1.2.3.4.5 below.
NAME (user)______________________________________________________________________________
ID_______________________________________________________________________________________
COMPANY NAME__________________________________________________________________________
COMPANY REGISTRATION NUMBER___________________________________________________________
BUSINESS ADDRESS_________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
COMPANY LANDLINE TELEPHONE NUMBER_____________________________________________________
CONTACT MOBILE CELL NUMBER______________________________________________________________
INTENDED USE OF IMAGES. IF FOR WEBSITE PUBLICATION PLEASE ADD WEBSITE/S ADDRESS:
1)________________________________________2)_____________________________________________
IF FOR PRINTED PUBLICATION ADD PUBLICATION NAME:
________________________________________________________________________________________
IF FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE PLEASE GIVE A DETAILED DESCRIPTION:
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

1. The ‘user’ will not download any images / content from www.earthafricacurio.com until they have
submitted a list of images to the ‘lender’ and received permission from the ‘lender’ to use the images /
content.
2. In the event the ‘user’ is placing the requested images / content on their website for the express purpose
of reselling the lenders products, the ‘user’ unequivocally guarantees the ‘lender’ that they will purchase the
goods from the ‘lender’ and not purchase similar goods from another supplier.
3. The ‘user’ will not send any of the ‘lenders’ images / content to another similar supplier / manufacturer /
distributor for the express use of gaining a quotation or any other purpose.
4. EARTH AFRICA CURIO without warning / reason / explanation has the right to demand of the ‘user’ to
remove all the ‘lenders’ images from the ‘users’ website, and the ‘user’ must then remove the said images
within seven (7) days. If the ‘user’ has printed any of the lenders images for sales publications then the ‘user’
must
immediately
suspend
distribution
of
these
publications.

5. In the event that the ‘user’ fails to comply with the above points 1.2.3.4 and does not remove all the
‘lenders’ images / content as laid out in point. 4 above, and the lender has to resort to legal or any other
means to enforce the ‘user’ to stop using the ‘lenders images / content, the ‘user’ consents to pay all
financial costs whatsoever they be, for as long as it takes the ‘user’ to comply with point. 4 above.
By signing this agreement the user agrees and understands the lenders conditions and consents to abide by
these conditions.
NAME_____________________________________________________________________________

SIGN_____________________________________________DATE_____________________________
WITNESS.1
NAME_____________________________________________________________________________

SIGN_____________________________________________DATE_____________________________
WITNESS.2
NAME_____________________________________________________________________________

SIGN_____________________________________________DATE_____________________________

